
There have been many changes to voting in Canada in
recent years. In 2007, the Conservative government
made changes to voter requirements that made it

necessary to have ID showing street addresses. An Elections
Canada study for the 2008 federal election showed that roughly
500,000 people were turned away from the polls due to
incorrect ID. In 2014, the Fair Elections Act passed, adding
further layers of restrictions to voting.

Street Address Required
One of the biggest of the above changes was the requirement of
having a piece of ID with an accurate street address on it. This has
made it difficult for youth, seniors, First Nations, and homeless
to participate in elections, as well as making it difficult for those
moving during the time of an October election to vote, such as
students. Treaty cards and student cards rarely have street
addresses on them, and neither do Canadian passports, which
have always been a common form of ID used in elections. First
Nations often do not have traditional street addresses on reserves,
and seniors living in care are less likely to have ID with a correct
address on it.
While there has been some concern about rural residents

who have a mailing address (post box or general delivery) on
their ID instead of a street address, it is possible to update your
voter registration file online at Elections Canada to include your
mailing address in addition to street address. This should allow
you to vote using ID with only a mailing address on it.
Vouching Abolished, Then Reinstated
A common way of meeting voting requirments in the past has
been through ‘vouching’. A voter without the necessary ID to
prove their street address could get someone they knew to swear
to election staff that they did in fact live where they did. This was
the fall-back for people without the required ID. The recent Fair
Elections Act abolished vouching, but it was restored after
immense public pressure. However, extra limitations have been
put in place. Voters can now only vouch for one person, and the
vouchee must have two pieces of ID rather than one. 
Voter Information Cards No Longer ID
The Fair Elections Actalso prohibits the use of Voter Information
Cards (VIC) as ID. Since 2007 these cards, which are mailed to
each voter whose name appears on the preliminary voters list,

have been accepted as approriate ID. Due to the chance of these
cards being mailed to the wrong people, they will no longer be
accepted as ID. According to Former BC Chief Electoral Officer
Harry Neufeld, nearly 400,000 people used VICs as ID in the
2011 election. 

So What ID is Still Accepted?
Elections Canada is assuring people that there are still ‘39 other
authorized forms of ID to choose from’. There are three accepted
combinations of ID: One piece of government ID with photo,
name and current address; two pieces of ID, one with name, one
with name and address; or, two pieces of ID with name, and the
vouching of another person who is registered in the same polling
devision and is only attesting for one person.
There are several accepted pieces of ID that include both a

name and an address: Driver’s licence, utility bills, paper bank
statements, personal cheques, government statement of benefits
or government cheque, pension plan statement, residential lease
or sub-lease, mortgage statement, tax assessments or
evaluation, vehicle ownership, insurance certificate,
correspondence issued by a school, or, a letter from a public
trustee, curator or guardian. You can also have a letter
confirming residence in a First Nations band or reserve, or a
letter of confirmed residence from a long-term care facility,
shelter, student residence, or soup kitchen.
While this list seems substantial, it has several limitations

that become obvious upon closer inspection. For one, roughly
15% of Canadians don’t have driver’s licences. Secondly, the list
of accepted ID is very restrictive to young people, who are often
moving around a lot, are sometimes unable to have personal
cheques—banks often have age limits on who can use cheques—
do not have a house, a vehicle, income tax, or insurance, and do
not work for the government. 
The rules are similiarly restrictive for the homeless—it is easy

to see that it would be difficult for them to find internet to get
the required letter, a printer to print it off, and the required
authority of a shelter or soup kitchen to sign it. 
Restricting Those Who Live Abroad

From Voting
The Ontario Court of Appeal has recently ruled that Canadian
citizens who have lived abroad for more than five years no longer
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Stricter requirements limit voting opportunities 
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have the right to vote in elections, claiming that allowing them
to vote would be unfair to those who live in Canada. Members
of the Canadian Forces and federal or provinicial public service
employees are exempt from this limitation, but others, including
those who live abroad for work purposes—journalists, aid
workers etcetera—will not be allowed to vote.

Mail-In & Advanced Voting
In order to ensure ahead of time you are able to vote, you can go
to any of 400 Elections Canada offices for advanced voting
anytime before the deadline of October 13, 6pm local time. You
can complete your vote, right now, with a driver licence or a
new-style healthcare card or check whether you do have the
required ID. Offices are open from Monday to Friday, from
10am–5pm. 
Advanced voting at these offices will be done with a special

ballot voting kit, which includes a blank special ballot, a plain
white envelope, an outer envelope with your name, the name of
your riding and a place for you to sign a declaration, a return
mailing envelope and a flyer with necessary instructions. Write
the first and last name of your candidate on the special ballot.
Do not include the party name. Mail your enevelope to the
return address before the deadline of October 13. 

In Saanich–Gulf Islands the office is at 1851 Keating X-Road,
Suite 102, phone number 1-866-546-7620. From October 5-8,
Elections Canada is also opening offices at several campuses,
youth centres and Friendship Centres.
Advance voting at polling stations will also be available from

October 9 to 12.
Commentary

The new restrictions on voting seem to favour middle-class,
middle-aged, non-First Nation citizens, and to make voting, if not
impossible, then substantially harder for a large portion of the
population. These limitations were put in place by the
Conservative government and, in my opinion, appear to limit the
voting abilities of the very people least likely to vote Conservative. 
I turned eighteen in April and have been looking forward to

voting ever since. However, I am moving in September and do
not have a driver’s licence. Despite having a valid Canadian
passport, Canadian birth certificate, BC Care Card, provincial
ID card and, by that time, a student card, I may not be able to
vote because of not having the ‘required’ ID. 
What do we call this again? Democracy? No, that term

doesn’t sound right. 0
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